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Components

Instructions

Z005132 (2) - Beadable 1 to 7 Triangular Link
Z001471 (2) - Beadable Fan Pendant
SB03774 - Opaque Cream Delica
SB04030 - Ocean Spray Delica
SW00664 (2) - 4mm White Swarovski® Pearl
TCZ0077 - Silver Earring Wire by TierraCast
A002413 - 4mm Jump Ring
A006767 - Beading Needles
A006587 - 6lb Crystal Fireline Thread
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Cut a 2 feet piece of beading thread, thread on needle and 
add a stopper bead to your thread end with a 6” tail.

Sew up through the bottom right hole of beadable fan. Pick 
up a blue bead and 2 cream beads. Sew across the channel 
and down the hole.

Sew up through the next adjacent hole, pick up a cream and 
2 blues, across the channel and down the hole.

Follow the illustration on the left to ladder stitch through the 
beadable pendant, adding the cooresponding color to each 
channel.

Once, you’ve sewn across, sew up through the hole, left of the middle and pick up a 4mm pearl bead. Sew across the 
hole channel and down the hole. Sew back across the pearl bead, up the hole, across the pearl a third time and down the 
hole. 

Tie off ends and sew through a bead or two before cutting off excess.

Repeat steps to make a fan link.

Cut a 4 feet piece of 
beading thread, thread 
on needle. Sew through 
the right hole of beadable 
triangle leaving a 5-6 inch 
tail. Tie BOTH threaad 
ends together to harness 
and secure thread on the 
beadable triangle.

Pick up 4 blue beads, 
through the second hole 
and up through the last two 
beads.

Adjust beads gently so they 
sit side-by-side on the edge 
of the beadable triangle.
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Pick up 2 beads, sew 
through third hole and up 
through the 2 beads.

Repeat down adding 4 more 
sets of 2 beads.

Repeat Steps 5 adding a 
total of 5 sets of 2 beads.

Pick up a bead and follow 
the illustratiton to loop the 
beads round the point of 
your pattern. Sew through a 
few beads before cutting off 
excess.

Repeat Steps 2-8 to make another beadable triangle 
diamond.

Open jump ring, slide through top hole of a beadable 
triangle diamond and the bottom middle hole of the 
beadable faan. Close jump ring.

Open ear wire loop, slide on top loop of beadable fan 
link and close ear wire. 

Repeat to assemble other earring.

You will brick stich to add 
beads to this next row. Pick 
up 4 beads, sew under the 
threads linking the 5th & 6th 
sets and up through the last 
two beads. 

Brick stich down, adding 4 
more sets of 2 beads.

Repeat the brick stich adding the next 3 rows with 4 
sets of beads, 3 sets of beads and 2 sets of beads. 


